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Ahsfract-The distance behveen active f'ihers and measuring electrodes
as occuring during single fiber electroni)-oniyo~raphywas assessed.
WAI' aniplitudes were calculated with a volume concluction model of
skeletal niusde. Calculated S F A k had snialler peak to peak voltages
than the measured ones, the latter showed large spread. There is thus
a discordance behveen experiment and theory in single fiher electromyography.

INTRODUCTION

This electrode also marked the fiber by iontophoresis into
the fiber of the dye Lucifer Yellow CH [4]. The SFAPs
were measured by a set of up to 14 wire electrodes, with
electrode diameters of 25pm [4]. Electrophoretic deposition
of silver from the tips of those electrodes in the set which
had recorded acceptable SFAP afterwards marked their
positions. After freezing of the muscle and sectioning into
slices of 10 pm, Lucifer Yellow showed up by autofluorescence (wavelength 540 nm). Bright field reflection microscopy revealed the silver depositions.

Thc ElectroMyoGrani i\ an electrical manifestation of
activc muscle fiber membranes. At prescnt, the Single
Fibcr Action Potential is considered as the fundamental
building stone of the EMG signal. Interpretation of the
shapc of the SFAP has been hampered by lack of knowledge of thc relation between this shape and the distance
between the active fiber and the measuring electrode.
The effect of recording distances has been estimated [l]
by comparing different SFAPs measured by
multielectrodes with known, fixed distances between the
measuring sites. Absolute distances to the active fiber,
however, remained unknown.
A technique to locate both the active fiber and the
recording electrode sitc ha5 bccn described 121. It was
applied to a limited set of SFAP\ and yielded results that
werc hard to interpret.
SFAP distance relations can be analysed by the application of models of volume condue[ion in skelctal niuxlc.
One such a model takes into account the fiber-like
structure of the muscle, togcthcr with the influence of
structural inhomogeneities [ 3 ] .The present paper reports
on measurements of SFAP pat ametcrs from active fibers
of rat EDL at known distances. The values were compared with predictions of thc model described i n 131. I t
turned out that model prcdicted SFAP amplitudes were
much lower than measured.
I:ig. 1. Skeletal muscle model used for calculating were SFAPs. Upper
panel: fiber model close to active fiber. Lower panel: surrounding
con t inuoiis model.

METHODS
Fiber-elcctrode distances were determined by marking
both thc active fiber and the electrode positions directly
following the measurement of a SFAP. Singlc fibcrt of
rat EDL (Pentobarbital anesthc4a) were activated by the
brcaking of hyperpoldriAng cui rent pulses (dura[ion
40ms) intracellularly dclivctcd by \\q of a micropipette.
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SFAPs were computed with a model of volume conduction
in skeletal muscle tissue [3].In the direct vicinity of the
active fiber muscle fibers were represented by hexagonal
elongated "prisms". /it greater distances a homogeneous
medium was assumed (Fig.1). Suitable boundary conditions
ensured a correct transition from the fibrous to the homogeneous part of the model (Fig. 1).A source for the SFAP
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was described as a current-time tunction according to [5].
The correctness of the model was checked by comparison
with an analytical, homogeneous model, applied to simple
cases. Parameters in the model were taken as averages
from literature. They included intracellular and extracellu
lar conductivities, fiber membrane conductance and
capacitance, as well as geometrical parameters.

RESULTS
Lucifer Yellow was detected in the labeled Iibers over
lengths from 100 pm up to 3 min. Storage of the fiber at
low temparature did not deteriorate the confinement of
the dye in the fiber. Silver depositions from the
measuring electrodes varied between SO pm2 and 200
pmZ and could be detected in one or, sometimes, two
adjacent slices. In 25 recordings, out of 16 experiments
the fiber-electrode distance could be assessed. Fig.2
shows a comparison of experimental results with the
model computations. I t demonstrates two striking
findings. First, experimental points are widely scattered
and in some ca$es even represent a dependance in a
direction contrary to qualitative expectation. In some, at
greater distances, SFAP amplitudcs arc greater instead of
smaller. These results indicate that SFAP amplitudes are
only weakly related to fiber-electrode distance. The
second finding is that model calculated SFAP amplitudes
arc systematically much too low. This error is u p to a
factor 20, a value that cannot be compensated for by a
simple adaptation of model parameter values.

electrodes in his needle array, implying scattered SFAP
amplitudes.
The present results leave us with a dilemma: either the
model or the data are in appreciable error (or both). The
numerical correctness of the model was checked extensively
and may be considered ascertained. The model, furthermore, assumes a more regular structure than real muscle
shows. It is, however, difficult to understand how such a
regularity could cause deviations of the magnitude found
experimentally, especially at greater fiber-electrode
distances. Inhomogeneities, especially very near to the fiber,
or near to the electrode could give rise to large deviations,
which, however, would be expected to be randomly positive
and negative, contrary to our findings.
Noise could give rise to systematically too high amplitudes
but can be excluded since all SFAP's presented in fig.1 were
inspected and found to be sufficiently noise free.
Incorrect fiber or electrode localizations could give rise to
errors of the magnitude found. Identifying active fiber
locations from slice to slice is a tedious task. Fibers have to
be followed all the way from the stimulation electrode over
thousands of muscle slices. When this procedure was
carried out by at least two persons independently, the
results were identical. Moreover, it is improbable that
errors would occur so generally.
The processing of the muscle could have caused the silver
depositions to have shifted, thus causing distance
determinations. Therefore in some experiments muscles
were sliced with the electrodes still in place within the
muscle: the silver was seen to be deposited in the muscle,
very near to the tip of the electrode in 8 of 9 tests, here no
shifting of the deposition being visible.
The current results suggest, that, between active muscle
fibers and (small) measuring electrodes, conducting
pathways exist that were not accounted for in existing
volume conduction models, including ours.
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DISCUSSION

The high scattering of SFAP amplitudes at comparable
recording distances was not expected. Ekstedt [ 11
reported smoothly declining SFAP amplitudes on his
multiclectrodes. Only [6] showed, beside high, comparable values, occasional multiplc maxima, on dillcrcnt
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